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Who We Are



	


What We Do

Discover our focus areas






	


Our Values

What FIFPRO stands for






	


Our Organisation

How FIFPRO is organised






	


FIFPRO Members

Unions from all over the world






	


Contact

How to get in touch with FIFPRO
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Supporting Players



	


Competitions, Innovation and Growth

How the game has evolved and what it means for players






	


Conditions of Employment

The importance of fair conditions






	


Development Beyond Football

Preparing for life outside of football 






	


Health and Performance

Ensuring a healthy and safe working environment






	


Obtaining Justice

The legal aspects of FIFPRO's work






	


Player Influence

Footballers using their position for good






	


Safe Workplace

Everybody deserves a safe workplace
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Player IQ



	


Foresight

 Thought-provoking analysis on issues shaping the industry






	


Player Workload Monitoring

Tracking the workload of elite players






	


Player IQ Tech

Managing Technology and Innovation






	


Research Reports














Spotlight

	


Jennifer Hermoso: "I felt protected knowing thousands of players were with me"
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Spain striker Jennifer Hermoso speaks exclusively to FIFPRO about her life-changing 2023 and discusses the power of collective action. 





	


Ruben Dias: "Football is my biggest passion – I'm doing the thing I love the most"
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Ruben Dias was voted into the FIFA FIFPRO World 11 by fellow professional footballers from around the globe. FIFPRO spoke to him about the achievement, his family, City stars and his friendship with Bernardo Silva.





	


Alex Greenwood: "I’m excited for where the game will be when I finish playing"
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The England defender talks being voted into the 2023 team of the year by her peers, the growth of the women’s game and where it still needs to go























Supporting professional football players around the world




Follow us on...
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